“Driving manufacturing productivity,
driving your career”

Introducing Cimlogic
Located within the inspirational setting of Salts Mill,
a World Heritage site, Cimlogic is a great place to work
and build a career.
Our success is built on the calibre and professionalism of the people we employ.
Cimlogic researches, designs and provides complete manufacturing improvement solutions to a wide range of clients worldwide, delivering
optimum performance and fast ROI. As a systems integrator with a wide range of technology partners, Cimlogic is able to take the
‘best of the best’ technologies to build rapid and robust solutions.
We enable customers to achieve their goals such as measuring Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), paperless manufacturing
and automation by providing software and services such as:

• Manufacturing Execution System (MES), an information system
that connects, monitors and controls complex manufacturing
systems and data flow on the factory floor.

• Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems,
visualisation systems for real-time monitoring, supervisory
control and automated control of production processes,
helping industrial organisations to maintain efficiency, process
data for improved decision making, and communicate system
issues to help reduce downtime.

• Manufacturing Data Analytics - Cimlogic assists
in bringing insight to the things that are very
hard to see using analytical tools and
manufacturing expertise, making sense of the
data and providing insight into operations.

• Connectivity that ensures people, processes
and technology all talk to each other - this is
key to having a connected value chain.

• Operational Excellence (OpEx) and Manufacturing
Improvement to achieve productivity goals.

• A wide range of operational support services ensuring our
customers have the peace of mind that their manufacturing
systems are running as effectively as possible.

Cimlogic culture
Employees are our greatest assets, and we’re constantly on the

sociable environment to work and develop in. We actively

lookout for exceptional talent to join our team. For example,

promote a culture of open communication and encourage

if you are experienced in Manufacturing Execution Systems
(MES), operations management, software development,
operational technology or systems integration - or a graduate
interested in these areas - we’d love to hear from you.

all team members to have their say in how we develop our
MES and automation services as a business.

Cimlogic is proud to be awarded Investors in People

Ambition, innovation and drive are all highly desirable

accreditation and is committed to realising the potential of

characteristics and we offer a challenging, exciting and

all staff.

Opportunities for graduates
Many of our most successful employees joined us as graduates or even before.
We recognise and reward potential. For instance, you may start work as a graduate software
developer or a graduate control systems engineer, then become a team leader, progress on to
project management - or perhaps join the business development or operations department.
We’re proud to employ graduates and offer 12-month work placements and summer
internships to students from universities across the UK every year. We also sponsor students in
their final year of study, offering financial support and a permanent role within the company
after graduation.

‘’

Case study
Steve first began his career with Cimlogic 11 years ago after he
graduated from Leeds University with a BSc in Physics with
Electronics and a MSc by Research in Digital Image Processing.
Hired as a Control Systems Engineer; in 2012, he moved into the role of Solutions Architect.
In 2016, Steve became the Chief Technology Officer for Cimlogic, empowering some of
the largest manufacturers in the world to become World Class Manufacturers, enabling
the continual improvement of their production methodology. Steve enables
manufacturers to achieve objectives such as: improving supply chain visibility; improving
efficiency; increasing quality; meeting regulatory compliance; improving product
genealogy and traceability; reducing energy costs and becoming an enterprise wide
‘LEAN’ manufacturing operation. Steve is able to scale this technology, so that SMEs can
also benefit from the Industry 4.0 technologies that are available and emerging.
His role within Cimlogic, involves setting the technological roadmap for Cimlogic and
its customers. Steve works within sectors such as Food and Beverage, Pharmaceutical,
Automotive, Consumer Packaged Goods, Chemical and Petrochemical and
Animal Nutrition.

A career path for all…
Through initiatives such as the personal development plan, we encourage
employees to develop their skills and career through training and
coaching in technical subjects, as well as leadership and management.

Mentoring
New starters are offered support from day one, supported by their personal
mentor. There are regular one-on-one meetings to discuss how you’re getting
on and development/training plans.

Progression
We set challenging but achievable objectives to motivate and inspire you in key
technical areas. This enables you to work on various activities and for different
customers. You may even be working for one of our many blue-chip customers!

Placements/Sponsorships
Every year Cimlogic takes on at least one university student. This student commits
to a year long paid internship gaining in depth knowledge in our industry and
developing their ever expanding technical skills. We really pride ourselves on
developing university students, and lots of them return to us after completing
their degree. For outstanding placement students, we also offer sponsorship,
based on the criteria that they return to us after finishing their degree.

Skillset example for technical employees
Software - Data base (SQL Server), high level programming (C#.NET) and
web development (HTLM5, CSS 3, JavaScript, J Query).
Engineers - PLC, SCADA, Barcodes/RFID, Interfacing and Communications.

Cimlogic rewards
We value our staff highly and offer an excellent package of benefits:

• A highly competitive salary, reviewed annually.
• Private healthcare after two years’ service.
• Generous company pension scheme.
• Flexitime arrangements.
• 20 days’ holiday (plus bank holidays).
• An additional day’s holiday for every year served (to a max of 27 days).
• Monthly productivity bonus.
• Continuous training and development.

PLUS - It’s not all work, work, work…
Here at Cimlogic, we like to work hard and play hard!
We know that success takes a lot of effort by the team and believe this should
be rewarded and encouraged.
In summertime and at Christmas, we have a full team celebration, involving
activities such as go-karting, paintballing and visiting a comedy club.
We regularly hold football, pool tournaments and team walks, and like to take
advantage of the excellent bars, pubs and restaurants in the area.
All members of staff are encouraged to come up with new and exciting ideas
for us to enjoy together and bond as a team.

Cimlogic on the world stage
Cimlogic provides manufacturing improvement solutions for all
types of businesses - from small independent manufacturers
through to world class organisations…

…to all kinds of major industries, including:
• Life sciences

• Consumer packaged goods

• Food and beverage

• Chemical & petrochemical

• Animal nutrition

• Assembly

To join our talented team
and develop your career,
please contact us...

Cimlogic is located in the renowned World Heritage site of Salts Mill in Saltaire. This beautiful location played a
major part in the first Industrial Revolution, which in turn ignited change throughout the world during the 19th
century. Now, as we embrace the technological leap known as Industry 4.0, Cimlogic takes inspiration from this
historical setting. We hope you can join us.

“Driving manufacturing productivity,
driving your career”

If you like the sound of working at Cimlogic, please send your CV and cover letter to:

Careers Department
Cimlogic Ltd.
Salts Mill, Victoria Road, Saltaire,
West Yorkshire BD18 3LF
Tel: +44 (0)1274 599955
Email: careers@cimlogic.co.uk
Website: www.cimlogic.co.uk

